RightFind

™

HOW IT WORKS

Search for content
using RightFind,
PubMed or another
discovery platform.

Get full-text articles
from company
subscriptions,
Open Access and
internal documents.

Purchase articles
that aren’t in your
company holdings.

See the rights
you have to share
that content.

Track content usage
and spending
to inform future
purchases.

The RightFind™ Enterprise content workflow solution from
RightsDirect connects your colleagues to the full range of high-value
copyrighted information they want — anytime, anywhere. Advanced
administrative features offer the ability to customize the solution to
meet the unique needs of your employees, as well as sophisticated
usage and spending analytics tools that provide valuable insight
into what published information matters most to your organization.
RightFind also integrates seamlessly with an annual RightsDirect license
to make copyright-compliant collaboration easier. The result? You save
money by accelerating the flow of research, maximizing the value of
your subscriptions and streamlining your information management
operations.
THE RIGHTFIND CONTENT WORKFLOW SOLUTION
•
•
•
•

Streamlines research
Simplifies copyright compliance
Saves you money
Gives you the time and tools to manage content more efficiently

F E AT U R E S A N D B E N E F I T S

About RightsDirect

Speed up innovation with faster content access.

Based in Amsterdam and

RightFind searches across your subscriptions, Open Access sources and internal
electronic and print collections to get full-text articles to employees faster. If the
article users want isn’t in your holdings, they can buy it on the spot from RightFind’s
proprietary searchable database of over 60 million scientific, technical and medical
(STM) citations. Employees also benefit from up-to-the-minute access to newlypublished research via the solution’s RSS feeds and alerts.
RightFind Enterprise includes PDF Direct™, which enables you to go beyond traditional
link resolvers to make full-text documents instantly available to employees. By offering
seamless content authentication through RightFind, PDF Direct allows users to view
full-text PDF documents with a single click making linking issues a thing of the past and
removing the need to work with a separate link resolver provider.

with a presence in Tokyo,
RightsDirect is a whollyowned subsidiary of Copyright
Clearance Center (CCC).
Working in close partnership
with the world’s leading
rightsholders and collecting
societies, we offer licensing
and content solutions that
reflect the needs of local and
global organizations. Together,
CCC and RightsDirect serve

View your license rights instantly.

more than 35,000 companies

RightFind’s Know Your Rights advisory tool works with your RightsDirect Annual
Copyright License to show exactly how you and your colleagues can share published
material. Our rights management technology is the only source for direct, accurate
information about your RightsDirect text license rights.

and over 12,000 rightsholders
around the globe.

RightFind Enterprise accommodates both global subscriptions and site-specific
licensing allowing you to control access to content down to the individual user.

Seamless integration in users’ workflow.
Employees can search within RightFind to find the articles they want, or use another
search and discovery platform such as PubMed, Ovid or SciFinder. RightFind also
offers OpenURL integration with select platforms, as well as a robust set of Application
Programming Interfaces (APIs) to support integration with third-party products.

Collaborate with colleagues.
RightFind was designed with collaboration in mind with tools for storing, organizing,
and tagging articles by project, team or geography. User-defined libraries allow
employees to follow, share, rate, review and comment on content — all while managing
copyright compliance.

Make data-driven content decisions.
To help you track spending and content usage, RightFind gives you real-time
analytics available at your convenience. See what published material employees use
most by geographic location, department or individual employee to prioritize future
content purchases.

Request A Demo
See how RightFind Enterprise can help you increase efficiency, streamline
employee workflow, strengthen your compliance program and save money.

Visit www.copyright.com/RFdemo
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